
#9-20: FURY OF THE FINAL BLADE 

The village of Rosehaven is the very picture of an 
idyllic countryside hamlet, its residents going about 
their business of farming and crafting with peaceful 
purpose as the sun sinks through the hazy sky. 
Snippets of conversation and song drift on the breeze 
mixed among the lowing of cows and chatter of 
chicken flocks.  

“Peaceful, isn’t it? And to think that a few hours’ 
travel down the river, one of our own is starting an 
international incident.”  

The speaker is a woman dressed for travel, her long 
red hair bound back into a practical braid and a worn 
pack slung over one shoulder. She draws a wayfinder 
from a pocket and smiles wearily. “Pathfinders, 

welcome, and thank you for coming on such short notice. I’m Venture-Captain Eliza Petulengro. 
I’m sorry for the strange choice of meeting places. This village is as close as I dare get to Isarn, 
and we haven’t the time to spare traveling upriver from Woodsedge.”  

She gestures to a circle of log benches along one edge of the village square and seats herself, 
easing her pack to the ground with a sigh. “I’m going to be blunt. A few weeks ago, Colson 
Maldris kidnapped a troupe of corrupt, high-ranking Andoran citizens and brought them here to 
Galt. Whatever plan he had in mind backfired, and now they’re all scheduled to be executed 
tomorrow morning with a final blade—Colson included. Needless to say, Andoran’s government 
won’t take kindly to either the Pathfinder Society or the Gray Gardeners taking the law into our 
own hands and interfering with their internal affairs. Moreover, this could set a precedent for 
the Red Revolution to spread beyond Galt’s borders, which would be a disaster for several 
nations. So I need you to mount a rescue mission.”  

The venture-captain rummages through her pack, pulling out a wrapped parcel, a folded letter, 
and a handful of vials. “Have some raisin cakes, they were made fresh this morning at the 
lodge. This is the letter Colson sent me when he realized his plan was falling apart. And 
Rosehaven’s priest brewed a potion for each of you to shake off the fatigue; I’m afraid it’s 
going to be a long night. You’re to travel from here to Isarn, find out where the Andoren 
citizens are being held, and get them out of there. If you can bring Colson with you and it 
won’t endanger your escape, then do—but the Decemvirate has granted us the latitude to 
abandon him if necessary to secure the civilians. They’re our top priority. We’ll have a boat at 
the Isarn docks waiting to get you all to safety. Do you have any questions?” 

  



 

Who did Colson kidnap and why?  

Eliza pulls out a small notebook from her pack and consults it. “Colson’s 
targets were all powerful Andoren citizens who have been pushing for a new 
law called, let’s see, the ‘Banking Reform and Regulation Act.’ That law 
would give banks tremendous power over debtors, including the creation of 
debtors’ prisons and work camps. Senators Augustyn Naran and Victoria 
Garvensi were cosponsors of the bill, while Morvius Korkovin stands to 
profit as a banker, and Sabrine Tularis sees it as a way to get inexpensive 

labor for her Lumber Consortium. Halmont Warrith often works for Senator Garvensi and the 
Lumber Consortium, and Colson seems to have a personal grudge against him.”  

She pauses and takes a bite of a raisin cake. “As for why… Colson saw their efforts as yet 
another step in a series of corruptions within Andoran that could only be excised by rooting 
them out at their source. Since some of them have slipped through Andoren justice before, 
Colson evidently felt that the Galtan people would give them a more fair trial.”  

 

But Colson’s right! If they’re corrupt, why do we have to save them?  

“Moral proclivities of these individuals aside, if the Gray Gardeners execute 
high-ranking Andoren citizens, they’re going to start a war between 
Andoren and Galt. More, it gives the Gray Gardeners an opening to 
continue taking their own form of ‘justice’ into other countries, which 
could destabilize Taldor and any number of other places. Worse, since it’s 
one of our own who started this, it would tarnish the Pathfinder Society’s 
reputation with nearly every organized government in the Inner Sea 

region. We could lose access to entire nations.” 

 

 

What’s a final blade?  

Eliza grimaces. “Galt’s finest invention. A final blade is a magical guillotine 
that captures a person’s soul at the moment of death. Ostensibly they’re 
meant to prevent Hell and other evil planes from collecting evil souls, but 
it’s no small coincidence that they also prevent the person executed from 
being restored to life through divine magic. It’s how the Gray Gardeners 
ensure that the nobles they target can’t just use their fortunes to avoid 
justice.” 



Who are the Gray Gardeners?  

“The Gray Gardeners are the executioners of the Galtan government. 
They’re the ones who operate the final blades. They go masked to stay 
anonymous, so they don’t themselves become victims of Galtan ‘justice.’” 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Who is Eylara?  

“She and Colson have been associates for a long time. I understand they 
were both members of the Eagle Knights many years ago. I can’t say 
whether he trusts her so thoroughly that she was the only one he told 
about his plan, or if she’s the only bridge he hadn’t burned too badly to 
talk her into helping him. Either way, she’s in Isarn and is probably the best 
place to start your investigations.” 

 

 

 

Why can’t you go to Isarn yourself?  

“I wish I could. But I’m too well known, and my presence would attract too 
much attention. There are already eyes on the Woodsedge Lodge, and I 
can’t risk bringing Galt’s wrath down on it again by getting involved in 
something this sensitive. I’ll meet you on the river when you have retrieved 
everyone.” 

 

 

 

 

Where should we focus our investigation?  

“Start with Eylara, if you can find her. If you can’t, you’ll have to hit the 
streets and find out what you can about the Gray Gardeners and their 
facilities in the city. You’re experienced agents, I’m sure you’ll find avenues 
to explore once you get there.” 
  



You mentioned a ship?  

“I did,” Eliza says firmly. “A Pathfinder by the name of Armeline lives here 
in Rosehaven. She’s arranged a keelboat and crew to transport you down 
to Isarn, and she’ll wait with the boat while you head into the city so you 
can get out of there right away after you complete your mission. Her crew 
is prepared to take the Andoren citizens to Woodsedge and then all the 
way downriver to Cassomir, so you’re only responsible for getting them to 
the boat in Isarn.” 

 

 

KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) - PCs with a Chronicle sheet from Scenario #9–02: A Case 
of Missing Persons 

Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a century, 
changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. The Gray 
Gardeners are the justices and executioners for the Galtan People’s Council, responsible for 
uncovering traitors, noble sympathizers, political enemies, and anyone insufficiently supportive 
of the latest revolutionary regime. Though Isarn is the seat of Galt’s governing body and 
therefore the nation’s capital, the Gray Gardeners as an organization are based out of the city 
of Litran some 100 miles upriver (or about 60 miles by land). The most famous Gray Gardener 
in Isarn is a woman known as Citizen Dread, who has an uncanny ability to work a crowd into a 
bloodthirsty fervor. Though most Gray Gardeners remain masked in public and use pseudonyms 
to hide their identity, a few recent rumors have mentioned a Gray Gardener without a mask: a 
blond man with a diamond earring and a deep scar on his chin. 

 

 
KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) – About Gray Gardeners and Isarn, Galt 

10+: Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a 
century, changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. 

 

 
KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) – About Gray Gardeners and Isarn, Galt 

10+: Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a 
century, changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. 

15+: The Gray Gardeners are the justices and executioners for the Galtan People’s Council, 
responsible for uncovering traitors, noble sympathizers, political enemies, and anyone 
insufficiently supportive of the latest revolutionary regime. 
  



KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) – About Gray Gardeners and Isarn, Galt 

10+: Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a 
century, changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. 

15+: The Gray Gardeners are the justices and executioners for the Galtan People’s Council, 
responsible for uncovering traitors, noble sympathizers, political enemies, and anyone 
insufficiently supportive of the latest revolutionary regime. 

20+: Though Isarn is the seat of Galt’s governing body and therefore the nation’s capital, the 
Gray Gardeners as an organization are based out of the city of Litran some 100 miles upriver (or 
about 60 miles by land). 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) – About Gray Gardeners and Isarn, Galt 

10+: Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a 
century, changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. 

15+: The Gray Gardeners are the justices and executioners for the Galtan People’s Council, 
responsible for uncovering traitors, noble sympathizers, political enemies, and anyone 
insufficiently supportive of the latest revolutionary regime. 

20+: Though Isarn is the seat of Galt’s governing body and therefore the nation’s capital, the 
Gray Gardeners as an organization are based out of the city of Litran some 100 miles upriver (or 
about 60 miles by land). 

25+: The most famous Gray Gardener in Isarn is a woman known as Citizen Dread, who has an 
uncanny ability to work a crowd into a bloodthirsty fervor. 
 

 
KNOWLEDGE (HISTORY OR LOCAL) – About Gray Gardeners and Isarn, Galt 

10+: Galt has been in a state of constant violent social and political turmoil for over half a 
century, changing leaders and regimes in an ongoing chaos called the Red Revolution. 

15+: The Gray Gardeners are the justices and executioners for the Galtan People’s Council, 
responsible for uncovering traitors, noble sympathizers, political enemies, and anyone 
insufficiently supportive of the latest revolutionary regime. 

20+: Though Isarn is the seat of Galt’s governing body and therefore the nation’s capital, the 
Gray Gardeners as an organization are based out of the city of Litran some 100 miles upriver (or 
about 60 miles by land). 

25+: The most famous Gray Gardener in Isarn is a woman known as Citizen Dread, who has an 
uncanny ability to work a crowd into a bloodthirsty fervor. 

30+: Though most Gray Gardeners remain masked in public and use pseudonyms to hide their 
identity, a few recent rumors have mentioned a Gray Gardener without a mask: a blond man 
with a diamond earring and a deep scar on his chin. 



 

KNOWLEDGE (NOBILITY) OR PROFESSION (MERCHANT) – About the kidnapped Andorens 

10+: Augustyn Naran and Victoria Garvensi are Andoren senators who have held office for far 
longer than term limits would normally allow.  

15+: Senator Naran is an older Andoran politician who helped throw his nation’s support behind 
Lady Gloriana Morilla’s Army of Exploration during the Society’s fight against the demons of the 
Worldwound.  

20+: Several years ago, Pathfinder agents acting at the direction of Major Colson Maldris 
arrested Halmont Warrith, but Warrith was released from prison shortly thereafter when a key 
witness in his trial suspiciously retracted his testimony.  

25+: Though many nobles lost much wealth in Andoran’s bid for independence, several elite 

nonetheless maintained the acumen, connections, and capital to remain an influential force in 

politics and the economy. An especially stubborn, secret group known as The Seven Houses 

consists entirely of former nobles and their bitter descendants, using their resources to direct 

Andoren commerce and politics while maintaining the guises of honest folk. 
 

KNOWLEDGE (NOBILITY) OR PROFESSION (MERCHANT) – About the kidnapped Andorens 

10+: Augustyn Naran and Victoria Garvensi are Andoren senators who have held office for far 
longer than term limits would normally allow.  

15+: Senator Naran is an older Andoran politician who helped throw his nation’s support behind 
Lady Gloriana Morilla’s Army of Exploration during the Society’s fight against the demons of the 
Worldwound.  

20+: Several years ago, Pathfinder agents acting at the direction of Major Colson Maldris 
arrested Halmont Warrith, but Warrith was released from prison shortly thereafter when a key 
witness in his trial suspiciously retracted his testimony.  
 

KNOWLEDGE (NOBILITY) OR PROFESSION (MERCHANT) – About the kidnapped Andorens 

10+: Augustyn Naran and Victoria Garvensi are Andoren senators who have held office for far 
longer than term limits would normally allow.  

15+: Senator Naran is an older Andoran politician who helped throw his nation’s support behind 
Lady Gloriana Morilla’s Army of Exploration during the Society’s fight against the demons of the 
Worldwound.  
 

KNOWLEDGE (NOBILITY) OR PROFESSION (MERCHANT) – About the kidnapped Andorens 

10+: Augustyn Naran and Victoria Garvensi are Andoren senators who have held office for far 
longer than term limits would normally allow.  
 



Lesser restoration dispels any 
magical effects reducing one 
of the subject's ability scores 
or cures 1d4 points of 
temporary ability damage to 
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eliminates any fatigue suffered by the 
character, and improves 
an exhausted condition to fatigued. It does 
not restore permanent ability drain. 
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not restore permanent ability drain. 



Investigation Leads Open Success Unlocks 

Finding Eylara 
X 

 Scope Out the Prison, Lift the Keys,            
Steal a Disguise 

Canvassing the Town 
X 

 Scope Out the Prison, Lift the Keys,            
Steal a Disguise, Contact the Phrasmins 

Scope Out the Prison   Contact the Phrasmins 

Lift the Keys   
Each PC can attempt (or assist) 2 

investigations. If PCs fail at Contact the 
Phrasmins or do not succeed at a minimum of 
at least 2 other investigations, then PCs have 

reduced gold on chronicle sheet. 

Steal a Disguise   

Investigate Known 
Gray Gardeners 

X 
 

Contact the Phrasmins   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scope Out the Prison - Detect Magic: 

Strength Kn (Arcana) 
for School 

School Dispel DC (based 
on Unhallow) 

Kn (Arcana) 
to Identify 

Spell 

Moderate DC 19 Abjur DC 20 DC 24 Dimensional Anchor 
Moderate DC 18 Abjur DC 20 DC 23 Magic Circle v Good 

Scope Out the Prison - Detect Evil: 

Tier Number Strength Effect 
7-8 1  Overwhelming 

(11 HD) 
Pakalchi Sahkil 
(aligned outsider) 

7-8 1 (2 in 5+) Moderate Specter (x2 in 5+) 
(aligned undead) 

10-11 2 Overwhelming 
(11 HD) 

Pakalchi Sahkil 
(aligned outsider) 

10-11 1 Strong Banshee       
(aligned undead) 

All 1 Faint Magic Circle v Good       
(spell effect) 



 

 

  

 

 

WAND OF DEATH WARD 

 17 charges remaining 
 Caster level 7, Will DC 16 

 

 

  



  

 

  

  



RING OF THE RAM 

10 charges remaining

  

PRIMAL AIR ELEMENTAL GEM 

 Functions as an air elemental gem but at 
caster level 13, and summons a Huge Air Elemental 

 



 

  

 

 

Max whirlwind height of 32  


